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GARDEN 
There’s Something in My 
Garden (Flannel) 
There’s something in my garden, 
I wonder what it can be? 
There’s something in my garden, 
Something I can’t see. 
It makes a funny noise, it goes buzz, 
buzz, buzz…. 
A bee is in my garden, buzz, buzz, buzz! 
 
Bunnies (thump, thump, thump),  
Birds (tweet, tweet, tweet),  
Frogs (ribbit, ribbit, ribbit) 
Squirrel (crunch, crunch, crunch) 
Butterfly (flutter, flutter, flutter) 
Ladybug (fly, fly, fly) 
Caterpillar (munch, munch, munch! 
  

I’m Planting in My Garden 
(Participation and Flannel) 
I’m planting in my garden 

And I don’t know what to do. 

I’m planting in my garden, 

And I need some help from you! 

  

What do I plant in my garden?  

 

Sun in the Sky 
Tune: Skip to my Lou 
Sun in the sky, shine, shine, shine 
Sun in the sky, shine shine, shine 
Sun in the sky, shine shine, shine. 
Help me with my garden.  
  
Rain in the clouds, drip drip drip… 
Seeds in the dirt; grow, grow, grow… 
 

The Insects Outside… 
Tune: Wheels on the Bus 
The fireflies at night blink, blink, 
blink… 
Blink, blink, blink, blink, blink, blink... 
The fireflies at night go blink, blink, 
blink…  
Out in the garden! 
The bees in the flowers buzz… 
The caterpillars on the leaves munch… 
The spiders in the bush spin their 
webs,  
The worms in the garden dig… 
The crickets in the leaves chirp… 
  

Pretty Flowers 
Tune: Jingle Bells 
Pretty flowers, pretty flowers, 
Growing everywhere. 
Here are some pretty flowers 
For your coat or hair! 
  
Pretty flowers, pretty flowers, 
Gold and pink and blue. 
Pretty flowers, pretty flowers, 
I picked them just for you!  

Little Seed in the Ground 

(Action)  
Little seed in the ground  

(Crouch down on the floor, hands 

covering heads) 

Sitting so still  

(stay crouching, x2 or x3)  

Little Seed, will you sprout?  

Yes, I will! (Jump up)  
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GARDEN 
 

Colorful Butterflies (Flannel)      
The first to come out of the garden bed 
Is a lovely butterfly of brilliant RED! 
 
Then in comes another and that makes 
two. Fly right in my friend of BLUE! 
 
“The Garden is fine, the best I’ve seen” 
Says the butterfly of softest GREEN! 
 
Our Garden needs a sunny fellow 
Fly in Butterfly with wings of 
YELLOW! 
 
Little friend of PURPLE, fly in too.  
The garden is waiting for a color like 
you! 
 
ORANGE, ORANGE You’ve waited so 
long…Fly right in where you belong.  
 
Butterflies, butterflies— 
You’re such a sight. 
Flying together—what a delight! 

  

Rain on My Umbrella  
Tune: Frere Jacques 
Drip, drip, drop, drop,  
Drip, drip, drop, drop, 
Drip, drip, drop, Drip, drip, drop. 
Rain on my umbrella,  
rain on my umbrella, 
Never stops. Drip, drip, drop. 
 

 
 

 
The Sun and Rainbow 
(Finger Play) 
One day the sun was shining bright.  

(Mak a sun with arms) 
But some clouds came along and it 
became black as night.  

(Float clouds with hands in front) 
Then the rain began to sprinkle onto 
the ground.  

(Make rain with fingers) 
And soon it was raining all over the 
town.  

(Move hands all around) 
But when the clouds had passed on 
by...  

(Float hands across front) 
A big beautiful rainbow stretched 
across the sky! 

(Make a rainbow with hands) 
  

S-U-N-N-Y 
Tune: BINGO 
There was a day, when it was hot  
And sunny was the weather. 
S-U-N-N-Y, S-U-N-N-Y, S-U-N-N-Y 
And Sunny was the weather! 
  

There was a day when it was wet 
And rainy was the weather… 
  

There was a day when it was cold 
and snowy was the weather... 
  
There was a day when it was gusty 
and windy was the weather. .. 
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GARDEN 
Rainbow (Flannel)  
Tune: Do-Re-Mi 
RED - an apple and a bird 

ORANGE - a fruit I like to eat 

YELLOW - bananas and the sun 

GREEN - the grass beneath my feet 

BLUE - the ocean and the sky 

INDIGO - the color after blue 

VIOLET - the berries in a pie 

These are the colors of the rainbow-
Bow-bow-bow. 


